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  Encyclopedia of E-Commerce Development, Implementation, and
Management Lee, In,2016-03-31 The convenience of online shopping
has driven consumers to turn to the internet to purchase everything
from clothing to housewares and even groceries. The ubiquity of
online retail stores and availability of hard-to-find products in the
digital marketplace has been a catalyst for a heighted interest in
research on the best methods, techniques, and strategies for remaining
competitive in the era of e-commerce. The Encyclopedia of E-
Commerce Development, Implementation, and Management is an
authoritative reference source highlighting crucial topics relating to
effective business models, managerial strategies, promotional
initiatives, development methodologies, and end-user considerations in
the online commerce sphere. Emphasizing emerging research on up-
and-coming topics such as social commerce, the Internet of Things,
online gaming, digital products, and mobile services, this multi-
volume encyclopedia is an essential addition to the reference collection
of both academic and corporate libraries and caters to the research
needs of graduate-level students, researchers, IT developers, and
business professionals. .
  Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Internet Celebrities
Wikipedia contributors,
  Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Dance Musicians
Wikipedia contributors,
  Social Theory after the Internet Ralph Schroeder,2018-01-04 The
internet has fundamentally transformed society in the past 25 years,
yet existing theories of mass or interpersonal communication do not
work well in understanding a digital world. Nor has this
understanding been helped by disciplinary specialization and a
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continual focus on the latest innovations. Ralph Schroeder takes a
longer-term view, synthesizing perspectives and findings from
various social science disciplines in four countries: the United States,
Sweden, India and China. His comparison highlights, among other
observations, that smartphones are in many respects more important
than PC-based internet uses. Social Theory after the Internet focuses
on everyday uses and effects of the internet, including information
seeking and big data, and explains how the internet has gone beyond
traditional media in, for example, enabling Donald Trump and
Narendra Modi to come to power. Schroeder puts forward a
sophisticated theory of the role of the internet, and how both
technological and social forces shape its significance. He provides a
sweeping and penetrating study, theoretically ambitious and at the
same time always empirically grounded.The book will be of great
interest to students and scholars of digital media and society, the
internet and politics, and the social implications of big data.
  The Best Business Writing 2012 Dean Starkman,Martha M.
Hamilton,Ryan Chittum,Felix Salmon,2012-06-19 An anthology
Malcolm Gladwell has called riveting and indispensable, The Best
Business Writing is a far-ranging survey of business's dynamic
relationship with politics, culture, and life. This year's selections
include John Markoff (New York Times) on innovations in robot
technology and the decline of the factory worker; Evgeny Morozov
(New Republic) on the questionable value of the popular TED
conference series and the idea industry behind it; Paul Kiel
(ProPublica) on the ripple effects of the ongoing foreclosure crisis; and
the infamous op-ed by Greg Smith, published in the New York
Times, announcing his break with Goldman Sachs over its trading
practices and corrupt corporate ethos. Jessica Pressler (New York)
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delves into the personal and professional rivalry between former
spouses and fashion competitors Tory and Christopher Burch. Peter
Whoriskey (Washington Post) exposes the human cost of promoting
pharmaceuticals for off-label uses. Charles Duhigg and David Barboza
(New York Times) investigate Apple's unethical labor practices in
China. Max Abelson (Bloomberg) reports on Wall Street's amusing
reaction to the diminishing annual bonus. Mina Kimes (Fortune)
recounts the grisly story of a company's illegal testing—and misuse—of
a medical device for profit, and Jeff Tietz (Rolling Stone) composes
one of the most poignant and comprehensive portraits of the financial
crisis's dissolution of the American middle class.
  The Road to Luxury Ashok Som,Christian Blanckaert,2015-01-28
A thorough, comprehensive guide to the luxury goods industry for
executives, entrepreneurs, and students interested to know about the
luxury business As key new luxury markets like Asia, Latin America
and Africa continue to expand, The Road to Luxury: The Evolution,
Markets and Strategies of Luxury Brand Management gives
professionals interested in the industry a holistic understanding of
luxury market dynamics around the world using stories, experiences,
relevant data and statistics on current market trends. For investors,
the book offers valuable insight on where the industry is headed. For
industry insiders and executives, it presents valuable data with which
to craft successful business strategies. The definitive insider's guide to
the luxury sector by leading figures in the field Includes rigorous
academic data, including information on the business attractiveness
and appropriateness of various country markets Examines strategies
and success factors of key players, and insight into the systems and
operations, retail, distribution and e-commerce, emerging markets and
emerging brands, as well as management styles For professionals in
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the luxury industry, as well as those studying it or investing in it,
The Road to Luxury presents a complete and information-packed
resource covering virtually every aspect of this growing sector.
  The End of Absence Michael John Harris,2014-08-07 Soon enough,
nobody will remember life before the Internet. What does this
unavoidable fact mean? Those of us who have lived both with and
without the crowded connectivity of online life have a rare
opportunity. We can still recognize the difference between Before
and After. We catch ourselves idly reaching for our phones at the bus
stop. Or we notice how, midconversation, a fumbling friend dives into
the perfect recall of Google. In this eloquent and thought-provoking
book, Michael Harris argues that amid all the changes we're
experiencing, the most interesting is the end of absence-the loss of
lack. The daydreaming silences in our lives are filled; the burning
solitudes are extinguished. There's no true free time when you carry
a smartphone. Today's rarest commodity is the chance to be alone with
your thoughts. Michael Harris is an award-winning journalist and a
contributing editor at Western Living and Vancouvermagazines. He
lives in Toronto, Canada.
  To Save Everything, Click Here Evgeny Morozov,2013-03-05 A
New York Times Notable Book of the Year In the very near future,
smart technologies and big data will allow us to make large-scale and
sophisticated interventions in politics, culture, and everyday life.
Technology will allow us to solve problems in highly original ways
and create new incentives to get more people to do the right thing.
But how will such solutionism affect our society, once deeply political,
moral, and irresolvable dilemmas are recast as uncontroversial and
easily manageable matters of technological efficiency? What if some
such problems are simply vices in disguise? What if some friction in
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communication is productive and some hypocrisy in politics
necessary? The temptation of the digital age is to fix everything --
from crime to corruption to pollution to obesity -- by digitally
quantifying, tracking, or gamifying behavior. But when we change
the motivations for our moral, ethical, and civic behavior we may also
change the very nature of that behavior. Technology, Evgeny
Morozov proposes, can be a force for improvement -- but only if we
keep solutionism in check and learn to appreciate the imperfections of
liberal democracy. Some of those imperfections are not accidental but
by design. Arguing that we badly need a new, post-Internet way to
debate the moral consequences of digital technologies, To Save
Everything, Click Here warns against a world of seamless efficiency,
where everyone is forced to wear Silicon Valley's digital straitjacket.
  Improving Outcomes in Colon & Rectal Surgery Brian R.
Kann,David E. Beck,David A. Margolin,H. David Vargas,Charles B.
Whitlow,2018-09-20 Quality measures and outcomes are receiving
greater attention by the lay and medical communities. The occurrence
or mismanagement of complications often results in poor outcomes,
increased cost, and significant morbidity. Answering the call for
transparency and improvement requires action by all involved in the
care of patients. The collection of objective data and quality measures
enables the provision of optimal care and desired outcomes while
identifying areas for improvement. This text presents the current
knowledge of outcomes, as well as the techniques for minimizing and
managing complications from the common diseases and procedures
within colorectal surgery.
  Market Madness Blake C. Clayton,2015-01-02 Stock market booms
are cause for celebration. But when oil prices soar because supplies are
failing to keep up with demand, the response is nearly always
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apocalyptic. Predictions of the end of oil can create anxiety on Wall
Street and in Washington, stoking fears that production has hit a
ceiling and prices will rise in perpetuity. Yet these dire visions have
always proven wrong. Market Madness is the story of four waves of
American anxiety over the last 100 years about a looming end to oil
reserves. Their sweeping pattern-as large price increases lead to
widespread shortage fears that eventually dissipate when oil
production rises again and prices moderate-has defined the wild price
swings in the oil market down to the present day. Blake Clayton, a
Wall Street stock analyst and adjunct fellow at the Council on Foreign
Relations, makes the case for the need for better information,
communication and transparency. While these measures will not
eliminate volatility and unpredictability completely, they would
mitigate unnecessary price spikes and improve both investor and
government decision-making. Market Madness is the first study to
employ Nobel Laureate economist Robert Shiller's new era economics
beyond the markets to which he famously applied it-the 1990s dot-
com equity market and the mid-2000s housing market-in order to
better understand the dynamics of speculative bubbles and
irrationality in the commodities markets. In so doing, it breaks new
ground in illuminating how mass beliefs about the future of a vital
asset like oil take shape and what the future of energy may hold.
  Your Library Is the Answer Christina T. Russo,Cathy
Swan,2015-01-22 Today's tech-savvy and digitally connected students
present a new challenge for today's school librarians. This book offers
the 21st-century tools and know-how necessary for educators to appeal
to and challenge students to learn—and to want to learn. What are the
best ways to motivate students to become engaged and develop a
passion for learning? Can appealing to their desire for socialization and
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constant communication—attributes of their lives outside of
education—via the integration of cutting-edge technologies and new
media in the library or classroom serve to ignite creativity, curiosity,
and critical thinking? This book shows how you can make use of non-
traditional tools such as popular social networks, collaborative
technologies, and cloud computing to teach information and
communications technologies integrated with the school curriculum to
improve student learning—and demonstrates how these same
technologies can help you measure skills and mastery learning. The
book provides an easy-to-follow blueprint for using collaborative
techniques, innovation, and teaching for creativity to achieve the new
learning paradigm of self-directed learning, such as flipping the
classroom or library. Readers of this book will find concrete, step-by-
step examples of proven lesson plans, collaborative models, and time-
saving strategies for the successful integration of American Association
of School Librarians (AASL) standards. The authors—both award-
winning teachers—explain the quantitatively and qualitatively
measurable educational value of using these technologies for core
curricular and information and communications technologies
instruction, showing that they both enhance student learning
outcomes and provide data for measuring their impact on learning.
  Data for the People Andreas Weigend,2017-01-31 A long-time
chief data scientist at Amazon shows how open data can make
everyone, not just corporations, richer Every time we Google
something, Facebook someone, Uber somewhere, or even just turn on
a light, we create data that businesses collect and use to make decisions
about us. In many ways this has improved our lives, yet, we as
individuals do not benefit from this wealth of data as much as we
could. Moreover, whether it is a bank evaluating our credit
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worthiness, an insurance company determining our risk level, or a
potential employer deciding whether we get a job, it is likely that this
data will be used against us rather than for us. In Data for the People,
Andreas Weigend draws on his years as a consultant for commerce,
education, healthcare, travel and finance companies to outline how Big
Data can work better for all of us. As of today, how much we benefit
from Big Data depends on how closely the interests of big companies
align with our own. Too often, outdated standards of control and
privacy force us into unfair contracts with data companies, but it
doesn't have to be this way. Weigend makes a powerful argument
that we need to take control of how our data is used to actually make
it work for us. Only then can we the people get back more from Big
Data than we give it. Big Data is here to stay. Now is the time to find
out how we can be empowered by it.
  American War Cinema and Media since Vietnam Patricia
Keeton,Peter Scheckner,2013-08-28 No other cinematic genre more
sharply illustrates the contradictions of American society - notions
about social class, politics, and socio-economic ideology - than the war
film. This book examines the latest cycle of war films to reveal how
they mediate and negotiate the complexities of war, class, and a
military-political mission largely gone bad.
  Culture and Diversity in the United States Jack David
Eller,2015-05-15 Knowledge of and sensitivity toward diversity is an
essential skill in the contemporary United States and the wider world.
This book addresses the standard topics of race, ethnicity, class and
gender but goes much further by engaging seriously with issues of
language, religion, age, health and disability, and region and
geography. It also considers the intersections between and the
diversities within these categories. Eller presents students with an
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unprecedented combination of history, conceptual analysis, discussion
of academic literature, and up-to-date statistics. The book includes a
range of illustrations, figures and tables, text boxes, a glossary of key
terms, and a comprehensive bibliography. Additional resources are
provided via a companion website.
  The Early Years Foundation Stage Ioanna Palaiologou,2016-03-15
The new edition of this bestselling textbook continues to provide
comprehensive coverage of the revised Early Years Foundation Stage
(EYFS) curriculum, and is the ideal companion for anyone
undertaking any Early Years or Early Childhood Studies course, or
those working towards Early Years Teacher Status (EYTS). The third
edition now includes new chapters on; · International Perspectives on
Early childhood Education and Care · The Issue of Professionalism ·
Pedagogical Documentation · Using the Outdoor Environments in
Early childhood Pedagogy · The Role of Digital Technologies in the
Early Years This book further supports your study with outstanding
learning features including; · A Companion Website with weblinks,
free SAGE journal articles, extended case studies and annotated
further readings. Click here to access. · Chapter Roadmaps to identify
what each chapter will cover at-a-glance. · Case Studies in each
chapter to help you link theory to practice · ‘Reflection Points’,
‘Reflective Tasks’ and ‘Points for Discussion’, to help you critically
reflect on how the chapter can be applied to your personal and
professional development. · Further Readings directing you to
external resources to help deepen your understanding Ioanna
Palaiologou will be discussing key ideas from The Early Years
Foundation Stage in the SAGE Early Years Masterclass, a free
professional development experience hosted by Kathy Brodie. To sign
up, or for more information, click here.
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  Democracy in Crisis Bert Preiss,Claudia Brunner,2013 This is the
annual edited volume in the Austrian Study Center for Peace and
Conflict Resolution (ASPR) publication series, which addresses urgent
issues surrounding the current crisis of democracy and the potential
consequences and possibilities for civic protest and civic resistance.
This latest volume has two novelties: for the first time, it is published
in English, and it is edited by the ASPR in cooperation with the
partner institutions of the recently formed Conflict Peace and
Democracy Cluster (CPDC) - the Center for Peace Research and Peace
Education at the Alps-Adriatic University of Klagenfurt/Celovec, the
Institute of Conflict Research Vienna, and the Democracy Center
Vienna. (Series: Dialog: Contributions to Peace Research -- Vol. 65)
  Transparency and Surveillance as Sociotechnical Accountability
Deborah G. Johnson,Priscilla M. Regan,2014-07-11 Surveillance and
transparency are both significant and increasingly pervasive activities
in neoliberal societies. Surveillance is taken up as a means to achieving
security and efficiency; transparency is seen as a mechanism for
ensuring compliance or promoting informed consumerism and
informed citizenship. Indeed, transparency is often seen as the
antidote to the threats and fears of surveillance. This book adopts a
novel approach in examining surveillance practices and transparency
practices together as parallel systems of accountability. It presents the
house of mirrors as a new framework for understanding surveillance
and transparency practices instrumented with information
technology. The volume centers around five case studies: Campaign
Finance Disclosure, Secure Flight, American Red Cross, Google, and
Facebook. A series of themed chapters draw on the material and
provide cross-case analysis. The volume ends with a chapter on policy
implications.
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  The Metaphysics of World Order Nicolas Laos,2015-01-19 In this
book, Nicolas Laos studies the meaning of the terms world and order,
the moral dimensions of each world order model, and wider issues of
meaning and interpretation generated by humanity's attempt to live
in a meaningful world and to find the logos of the beings and things in
the world. The aim of this book is to propose a unified theory of world
order (i.e., a theory that combines philosophy, theology, and political
theory). In this context, the author provides a thought-provoking
(re)interpretation of classical philosophy (placing particular emphasis
on Platonism), an in-depth inquiry into medieval philosophy and
spirituality (placing particular emphasis on the cultural differences
between the Greek East and the Latino-Frankish West), and an
intellectually challenging review and evaluation of modern Western
philosophy (including Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley,
Hume, Rousseau, Kant, Hegel, Kierkegaard, Husserl, and Heidegger)
and of Nietzsche's and the postmodernists' revolt against modernity.
He then elucidates the philosophical foundations and pedigree of each
of the three basic political theories of modernity (i.e., Liberalism,
Communism, and Fascism), and he studies the basic theoretical debates
in International Relations, Geopolitics, and Noopolitics. Finally, Laos
proposes a new, fourth, political theory which he calls metaphysical
republicanism.
  A Quiet Word Tamasin Cave,Andy Rowell,2014-03-06 Q. What’s
worth £2,000,000,000, answers to no-one and operates out of public
sight? A. Britain’s influence industry The corporate takeover of
democracy is no conspiracy theory – it’s happening, and it affects
every aspect of our lives: the food we eat, the places we live, the
temperature of our planet, how we spend our money and how our
money is spent for us. And much more. A Quiet Word shows just
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how effectively the voice of public interest is being drowned out by
the word in the ear from the professional persuaders of the lobbying
industry. And if you’ve never heard about them, that’s because the
most effective lobbying goes unnoticed. A Quiet Word shines the
brightest of lights into one of the darkest and least-understood corners
of our political culture. It is essential, urgent, authoritative reading for
anyone interested in our democracy and where this country is
heading. And by showing how influence is constructed, it puts power
back in your hands.
  Reading Writing Interfaces Lori Emerson,2014-06-01 Lori
Emerson examines how interfaces—from today’s multitouch devices
to yesterday’s desktops, from typewriters to Emily Dickinson’s self-
bound fascicle volumes—mediate between writer and text as well as
between writer and reader. Following the threads of experimental
writing from the present into the past, she shows how writers have
long tested and transgressed technological boundaries. Reading the
means of production as well as the creative works they produce,
Emerson demonstrates that technologies are more than mere tools and
that the interface is not a neutral border between writer and machine
but is in fact a collaborative creative space. Reading Writing Interfaces
begins with digital literature’s defiance of the alleged invisibility of
ubiquitous computing and multitouch in the early twenty-first
century and then looks back at the ideology of the user-friendly
graphical user interface that emerged along with the Apple Macintosh
computer of the 1980s. She considers poetic experiments with and
against the strictures of the typewriter in the 1960s and 1970s and
takes a fresh look at Emily Dickinson’s self-printing projects as a
challenge to the coherence of the book. Through archival research,
Emerson offers examples of how literary engagements with screen-
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based and print-based technologies have transformed reading and
writing. She reveals the ways in which writers—from Emily
Dickinson to Jason Nelson and Judd Morrissey—work with and
against media interfaces to undermine the assumed transparency of
conventional literary practice.
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